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President’s Letter
Greetings everyone,
Hope this Spring Issue finds you healthy and busy.
Looking forward to seeing everyone at the upcoming Summer Convention
being held on July 13 & 14, 2017, in Boelus, Nebraska.

[president photo]

Sincerely,
Dan Martinez
PSAN President
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Fall (pdf on website)
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The Land Surveyor’s Guide to the Supreme Court of Nebraska
Chapter 27 – Austin v Brown (1905)
We come at this point to a case which stands as a truly superb example of the way in which the
Court views and prioritizes evidence relating to both title and boundaries, and which thus provides
great insight into the relationship between those varying forms of evidence, which the land surveyor
most often encounters and is typically expected or required to evaluate. In reviewing several previous
cases involving description issues we have watched the Court either rectify or simply discount errors
and mistakes made during the preparation of legal descriptions, whenever doing otherwise would have
a destructive effect upon productive land use patterns that have been established on the ground, or upon
otherwise legitimate title to land. As has already been well noted, the controlling element, in all such
instances of divergence between the 3 primary forms of evidence, physical, testimonial and documentary evidence, is ultimately intent, and the decisive factor therefore, is typically the determination of
which form of evidence actually represents the best evidence of intent, in any given scenario. In deciding those cases that we have already reviewed concerning description issues, the Court established a
foundation upon which to adjudicate more complex controversies involving conflicts between physical
evidence and documentary evidence, such as the case we are about to review, presenting a situation
that has both title and boundary implications. By this point in time, the Court had dealt with a great
many erroneous legal descriptions, and had come to the realization that mistakes are quite commonly
present in such documentary evidence, so the Court's preference for, and emphasis upon, physical and
testimonial evidence was well established. Nonetheless, all evidence must be considered and addressed
in resolving each individual dispute over title and boundary issues, because the relationship between
the specific parties who are involved in any given case is always a key factor, potentially controlling
the outcome as well. The position in which two parties who are simply independent and unrelated owners of adjoining tracts stand does not equate to the relationship between a grantor and a grantee, because parties who are connected through their mutual involvement in a conveyance have obligations to
each other, by virtue of the agreement that they have entered, and thus have a right to rely upon each
other to fulfill their mutual responsibilities. In the case we are about to review we will observe that the
right of reliance upon all acts of an original grantor is invariably a major factor in resolving boundary
disputes between his grantees, and the dispositive question in such cases is inevitably which form of
evidence provided the most legitimate basis for justifiable reliance on the part of the prior grantee,
thereby defining that grantee's senior rights.
Prior to 1894 – The Scotts were the owners of a small riparian lot, which had been platted by the GLO as containing 8.8 acres, situated in the east half of a certain Section 19, which was bounded on the northwest by the southeasterly bank of a portion of the Missouri River, as it wound it's way along the northerly boundary of Dakota
County. How or when the Scotts had acquired this lot is unknown, it may or may not have been patented to them,
but their ownership of it was unchallenged. As the river's flow gradually dwindled during the late nineteenth century, due to water being drawn from it upstream for various purposes, the lots in this area evidently became greatly
enlarged by means of reliction, which resulted in the exposure of a large amount of the land that had once comprised the riverbed. At an unspecified date, the Scotts, presumably along with an unspecified number of other land
owners, engaged in a division of the relicted land lying southeast of the river in this area, which was judicially approved and resulted in a dramatic enlargement of their lot to 44.5 acres. The exact configuration of their expanded
lot is unknown, but it was described as 525 in width, so it may have extended well over 3000 feet, evidently in a
northwesterly direction, presumably between lines that were either parallel or radial in design, to the relocated
southeast bank of the river. Whether or not this process of reliction division, through which the extended boundaries of the Scott tract were created included any survey work is unknown, but there was apparently no subsequent
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)
contention over the boundaries thereby created, so the location of each of the lines bounding the expanded Scott
property was evidently clear and well understood by all relevant parties.
1894 – Having been formally decreed their share of the relicted or accreted land that had become legally attached
to their lot, the Scotts decided to sell some of that land. Swinson agreed to buy 10 acres, so Scott and Swinson proceeded to mark out a plot of that size on the ground, lying at the northwest end of the Scott tract, along or near the
river. A legal description of the area thus delineated on the ground was then prepared by an unknown party, presumably an attorney, and the Swinsons began using their tract in the typical manner, farming their land up to the
boundary line that had been created and identified on the ground by Scott and Swinson. Whether the Swinson tract
actually contained 10 acres or not, either as staked on the ground or as described, is unknown.
1895 to 1901 – At an unspecified time during this period, the Swinsons conveyed their tract to Austin, and she
continued using it just as the Swinsons had, apparently without ever questioning the location of any of the boundaries of her tract. Also at an unspecified date, evidently later in this period, Brown acquired the remainder of the
accreted or relicted portion of the Scott lot, which was described in her deed as consisting of 24 acres more or less,
and was presumably bounded on the southeast by the original GLO meander line. By the time Brown acquired this
tract, it had already been owned by an unknown number of other parties, the first of those parties having been
Dorn, who had viewed the line established in 1894 when he acquired his tract, and he and his successors had all
accepted that line as the boundary between the two tracts that had been created by the Scotts within the accreted or
relicted area.
1902 – Brown ordered a survey of her tract, and evidently based upon calls in the legal descriptions of the two accretion tracts, which tied each of those tracts to the east line of Section 19, the survey indicated that the boundary
between the tracts was about 100 feet on Austin's side of the line that had been established on the ground in 1894.
The actual boundary line was apparently still visible as a distinct crop line at this time, although there is no indica-
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tion that it had ever been fenced or otherwise visibly marked. Whether or not anyone told the surveyor anything
about the origin or the significance of the crop line is unknown, but the established line was evidently located and
shown on the survey, which indicated that the portion of the Brown tract lying southeast of the crop line contained
only about 21 acres, as opposed to the intended 24 acres.
1903 to 1904 – Brown evidently informed Austin that she intended to take control of all of the land lying southeast
of the boundary line that had been surveyed for her, so Austin filed an action against Brown, seeking to have the
legal descriptions of both relevant tracts rectified, to conform to the established boundary line.

Austin argued that the line which had been physically established on the ground in 1894, when her
tract was created, was a genuine original boundary, so it represented the best evidence of the true originally intended extent of her tract, regardless of how that line had been created, and regardless of how
the location of that line had been subsequently described in the deeds that had been executed by the
Scotts. Therefore, she further argued, the most appropriate means by which to resolve the present dispute was to reform the inaccurate legal descriptions, to correctly define the one and only boundary location that had always existed on the ground. Brown argued that the survey which had been done for
her represented a true depiction of the location of the disputed boundary, as it had been described, and
she was fully entitled to rely solely upon her legal description, as the best evidence of the true location
of her property boundaries. Brown further argued that the line which had existed on the ground since
1894 was simply a mistaken line, holding no legal significance, which could not represent the boundary
of her tract, because it failed to provide her with the full 24 acres noted in her deed, so Austin's request
for description reformation was baseless and should be denied. The trial court was evidently favorably
impressed with Brown's survey, and therefore agreed with Brown that the surveyed location controlled
the contested boundary.
This case very obviously shows the highly unfortunate consequences of neglecting to employ a
land surveyor when dividing land, but even more importantly, in the context of legal principles, it
demonstrates that land owners have the right to divide their own land however they see fit, and the results of their actions, however sloppy they may be, can become legally binding. The acreage discrepancy was of no significance in this case, the Court understood, and could not control the outcome, because the legal description of the first tract created by the Scotts made no reference at all to acreage,
and the description of the other tract made reference only to an approximate acreage figure. Thus the
Court recognized that the matter at hand was a true boundary dispute, to be resolved as a pure contest
between physical evidence of one boundary location, and documentary evidence of another location, in
the form of descriptive boundary calls. Aside from their poor decision to forego obtaining the assistance of a surveyor, what Scott and Swinson had done in 1894 was in fact precisely what the law has
historically expected land owners to do when dividing their property. They first physically defined the
intended location of the new line of division on the ground, and only after having done so did they endeavor to describe it, therefore the line location on the ground, the Court realized, was the senior and
controlling evidence of that line's true location. Despite the fact that it had gone unsurveyed in 1894,
the line in question was nonetheless equivalent in legal force and effect, in the eyes of the Court, to a
line produced during an original survey. The legal description of the Swinson tract, having come into
existence subsequently, was of only secondary importance the Court well knew, and was thus incapable of controlling the line's location, as long as any physical or testimonial evidence of the line's actual
location was still available. In addition, the open recognition of that physically demarcated boundary,
by Scott as the grantor and by all of the grantees of his remainder tract prior to Brown, was a key factor, endowing that line with equitable cognizance, which the Court deemed to be highly relevant in de(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

termining whether or not the line put into use on the ground was the best evidence of the originally intended boundary location. The surveyed location was based upon calls that been crudely measured, although this was presumably unknown to the surveyor, whose only mistake was failing to appreciate the
value of the physical and testimonial evidence that was readily available to clarify the contested boundary location. Had Brown's surveyor understood the controlling value of those superior forms of boundary evidence the present controversy would never have occurred, yet the Court was mindful that the
survey had served to illustrate the magnitude of the error which was manifested in the legal descriptions. Austin chose not to challenge Brown's survey or obtain one of her own, presumably because she
knew that she was correct on the decisive principles that were in play, yet failing to obtain a survey was
an unwise decision on her part, if she had presented a survey properly defining the boundary in question, in accord with the controlling evidence, she may have prevailed in the lower court, saving her the
expense of an appeal. Expounding upon the particular reasons why Brown's survey could not justifiably control the location of the disputed boundary, the Court expressed it's complete agreement with
the position that had been set forth by Austin:
“Scott ... contracted to sell to Swinson 10 acres of accretion ... the husbands of these respective parties
were authorized to make the contract and to mark out the land to be conveyed. Not being able to obtain a
surveyor, they ran off the land themselves, using a rope two chains in length for that purpose. In this manner the 10 acre tract was located, and a deed supposed to describe the same was prepared ... when Scott
conveyed to Dorn the south tract, supposed to contain 24 acres, he went upon the premises and was shown
the line claimed by the plaintiff as her south line ... all subsequent purchasers of that tract, including the
defendant Mrs. Brown, purchased under the same circumstances ... Scott and Swinson, the parties who
marked off the 10 acre tract ... have more perfect knowledge of what was done and intended than any others ... a point some three feet distant from a tree was agreed upon ... Scott himself drove a stake ... Scott
and his grantees recognized that as the south line ... Scott's grantees purchased their land believing that it
was their north boundary, and no dispute ever arose concerning the same until after the survey ... each of
the grantees of this south tract had notice of the plaintiff's claim ... it was the intention of Scott to convey
to Mrs. Swinson the land now claimed by the plaintiff, and there was an evident mistake in drawing her
deed ... a deed of conveyance will be corrected to cover the premises intended to be conveyed.”

The legal descriptions at issue were unfaithful to the acts of Scott and his original grantee, the
Court observed, so Brown was simply mistaken in her position that she had a right to rely entirely upon
her legal description, while ignoring the established boundary on the ground, because her description
was not in fact the best evidence of the boundary location in contention. In reversing the lower court
decision and directing the legal descriptions to be appropriately corrected, as Austin had proposed, the
Court made no specific reference to the concept of mutual mistake, which forms the legal basis for all
description reformation, but the conditions made it quite evident that no one had known of the description issue until 1902, so each of the conveyances of the two tracts created by Scott had clearly been
made in mutual ignorance of any such mistake. This decision of the Court thus outlines some of the
most vital principles of boundary control, perhaps the most notable being the fact that any boundary
marked on the ground by a grantor and grantee is valid and legally binding upon them, regardless of the
amount of divergence of any corner or line from it's described location, when such a corner or line was
located on the ground prior to being described. The principle of law and equity mandating this position
is based upon the concept that acts executed upon the ground typically represent the highest and strongest expression of intent, which in reality is nothing more than a judicial application of the maxim that
"actions speak louder than words". Testimony, verifying that the boundary was marked with control-
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ling intent, was also crucial here, again demonstrating that testimonial evidence is generally viewed by
the Court as superior to documentary evidence, particularly when it supports physical evidence, and an
absence of such testimony could have produced a contrary result on this occasion. As this ruling of the
Court exemplifies, a legal description can always be reformed to match the intent that has been put into
effect on the ground, as reflected by historically consistent land use, until innocent parties become involved, since no rights of innocent parties can be damaged through reformation. Under the law however, one who is a grantee of a grantor's remainder is rarely an innocent party, because any visible existing land use can serve to provide notice, thereby placing all such subsequent grantees on inquiry, as to
the rights of prior grantees, so subsequent grantees such as Brown here, acquire their land with notice
of all existing conditions, thus they cannot close their eyes and safely rely solely upon descriptive language. Perhaps the most important lesson of such cases for land surveyors, is learning that the principal
right of reliance held by all grantees relates to the best evidence of the location that was intended by
their original grantor to control their boundaries, and technical details such as the contents of a legal
description can often be shown not to be the best evidence of a given boundary location, thereby preventing a survey based solely upon evidence of record from holding any controlling value. Learning to
recognize and properly assess such situations distinguishes the superior boundary surveyor, because it
requires an appreciation for both the value of extensive research, and the importance of seeking out all
available physical and testimonial evidence, in order to complete a legally supportable and truly reliable boundary survey.
This article represents a portion of a book written in 2013 for professional land surveyors. The complete book is available from the Nebraska State Historical Society Library or free of charge upon request directly from the author (bportwood@mindspring.com).
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In Memory of Duane Earl Stott
Duane Earl Stott, 71, of Mitchell, passed away peacefully at his
home on Friday, January 13, 2017 after a lengthy illness. A
funeral service will be held at 2 p.m., Wednesday, January 18,
2017 at First Baptist Church in Scottsbluff with Pastor Gary
Cole officiating. Interment will follow at Mitchell City Ceme
tery. The Nebraska Army National Guard will provide military
funeral honors. Visitation will be held from 2-7 p.m., Tuesday,
January 17, at Jones Mortuary in Mitchell. The family respect
fully requests in lieu of flowers for memorials to be directed to
First Baptist Church. Online condolences may be made by
visiting www.jones-mortuary.com.
Duane was born July 30, 1945 in Scottsbluff to Donald “Earl”
and Beulah L. (Wilson) Stott. He lived most of his life at
Mitchell and graduated from Mitchell High in 1963. Duane
worked for M.C. Schaff & Associates prior to being drafted into
the Army in 1968. Duane was honorably discharged in 1970 and
returned to work for M.C. Schaff.
Duane married Laurel Schwell in 1968 and to this union a son, Brian, was born. Duane later married
Caryle Matsen-Weimer on January 23, 1999.
Duane began working for the Scotts Bluff County Mapping Department in 1989. He was instrumental
in establishing the Geographic Information System in Scotts Bluff County. He served as County Surveyor and GIs Administrator during his years of employment for Scotts Bluff County from 19832014. Duane loved his job and said he would do it even without pay.
He was a lifelong member of First Baptist Church in Scottsbluff where he has served as Moderator,
Deacon and Trustee.
Duane loved his family immensely. He enjoyed camping, traveling and boating with his kids and
grandkids. He and Caryle often took trips together in their RV.
Survivors include his loving wife, Caryle; son, Brian; brother, Vance (Linda) Stott; grandchildren,
Ashle Stott (Max Powell) and Aaron Stott; great granddaughter, Amberly; step-children, Tara (Tad)
Shallenberger, Luke (Roxie) Weimer, Nicole Weimer and Bill Mabin; step-grandchildren, Kaitlyn,
Kymber, Lucy, Ryan, Steven, Morgan, Marco, Mariah and Julia; nephew, David (Annie) Stott; niece,
Susan Stott; as well as numerous extended family members and friends.
Duane was preceded in death by his parents, Beulah and Earl Stott.
Obituary from the Star Herald website, Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
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Summary of March 31, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting
(Subject to approval by the Board of Directors)

The PSAN Board of Directors Meeting on March 31, 2017 was held at 10:00 at the Chance’s ‘R’ Restaurant in York. The roll call was as follows: President Dan Martinez (present), President Elect Todd
Whitfield (present), Treasurer John Berry (present), Secretary David Schmitz (present), Director Jeremy Feusner (present), Director Casey Sherlock (present), Director Matt Tinkham (present), Director
Warren Headlee (absent), Director Duane Katt (present), Director Jerry Penry (present), State Surveyor
Steve Cobb (present), and guest Rex Heiden (present). The December 9, 2016 Board of Directors
meeting minutes and the Treasurer’s report dated March 26, 2017 was approved by the Board. The following reports & discussions took place: 2017 Winter Conference Income & Expense, the Administrative Secretary’s report, Conference Committee (2017 Winter Conference; 2017 Summer Conference;
2018 Winter Conference; 2018 Summer Conference; 2019 Winter Conference; and 2019 Summer Conference), and NSPS Director. The following standing Committees reported: Education, Legislation,
Historical, Ethics and Standards, and GIS. Old business consisted of Land Surveyor brochure and Nebraska Railroad maps. The next meeting is planned for June 9, 2017.
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National Surveyors Week
The Official Proclamation for Professional Land Surveyors Week in the State of Nebraska, which was
March 19-25, 2017 was presented on March 8, 2017. The people in attendance include: Mary Pro,
Vice Chair of the Nebraska Board of Examiners for Land Surveyors, Board Chair Richard Hansen,
Virlyn Bolte, President of Southeast Nebraska Land Surveyors Association, Dan Martinez, President of
Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska, Steve Cobb, State Surveyor of Nebraska, Gerri Monahan of the State Surveyors Office, and Mike Conzett, Immediate Past President of the National
Council of Examiners for Engineers and Surveyors. Photos are courtesy of Steve Cobb.

From left to right: Virlyn Bolte, Richard Hansen, Mary Pro, Lt. Gov.
Mike Foley, Mike Conzett, and Dan
Martinez.

From left to right: Dan Martinez,
Virlyn Bolte, Mike Conzett, Mary Pro,
and Richard Hansen.
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3RD ANNUAL
Send me your best land surveying related photo and you could have it on the front cover of the Winter
2018 The Nebraska Surveyor issue
Guidelines:
Must be a digital photo in a JPEG format
Must include your name & a short description of the photo
Must be taken in Nebraska
Must be a PSAN Member to be eligible
1st Place will have their photo on the front cover of the Winter 2018 newsletter
2nd & 3rd Place winners will have their photos appear inside of the Winter 2018 newsletter
All 3 top Place winners will have their photos displayed at the PSAN Winter Convention.
The photos will be sold at the auction to raise money for Scholarships.
Deadline: November 27, 2017
Send to: Editor Sandy Maillie at Lschr oeder @cableone.net
PSAN reserves the right to print all the photos entered in The Nebraska Surveyor and/or post on the PSAN website (with appropriate credit).
Prize:
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Historic Maps of Nebraska
Niobrara
By Sandy Maillie
Niobrara, one of Nebraska’s oldest towns, was first settled in 1856, just two years after the Nebraska
Territory was opened to settlement. Since then, Niobrara has moved locations, not once, but twice, all
because of its location on the Missouri River.
The area around the confluence of the Niobrara River and the Missouri River (the “Niobrara country”)was first claimed by the Omaha Indians, but they gave it up in 1853 when they chose to have their
reservation in the “Blackhawk country”. When that happened, the land was reverted to the United
States and was subject to pre-emption laws and settlement after the Nebraska Territory was opened up
in 1854. Very soon after this, the Ponca Indians tried to claim the land as their own. The first location
of what would eventually become the town of Niobrara, was claimed by a group of men lead by B.Y.
Shelley from Council Bluffs, Iowa. They marked their claim by building a log garrison on the South
bank of the Missouri River, about a mile downstream of its confluence with the Niobrara River. At
first the Poncas welcomed the white settlers, but after they started making buildings and bringing more
people into the area, the Poncas started to make more and more trouble for the whites. After the completion of the lot garrison, to be known as the “old cabin”, the group of men returned to Council Bluffs
to invite friends and family to join them in starting a new town. That fall, they returned to the area and
formed the L’eau Qui Court Company. The area that would become Knox County was established as
the County of L’eau Qui Court in early 1857, being named for the French word for the Niobrara River
(Niobrara is an Indian word), both of them meaning “running water”. The L’eau Qui Court Company
was incorporated and its claim defined – which included about 3000 acres comprising of most of the
Niobrara River bottom. The
hope of the settlers was to build
up a large town in a short time.
In 1859, the L’eau Qui Court
Company failed, and in 1860 a
new company was organized –
the Niobrara Town Company.
Patents were issued in 1861 of
the town site to the new company, but with the Civil War
breaking out along with the
Minnesota massacre in 1862,
the growth of the small town
was very limited.
The Government surveyed
this part of Knox County in
1858 & 1859. The original site
of Niobrara (called out as Neobrarah on the Plat of Township
32 North, Range 6 West of the
Part of a Historical Map of Knox County, Nebraska, prepared by the Ne6th Principal Meridian, Nebrasbraska State Historical Society in 1938, showing the original location of
ka Territory, dated July 20,
Niobrara along with the second location. Map courtesy of the Nebraska
1859) was located in Section 10
State Historical Society.
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souri River. The District Land Office for the Dakota Land District was moved to Niobrara in October,
1875 from Dakota City. This office is later moved to O’Neill in 1888.
The Missouri River was a big draw for the early settlers, with its proximity to natural resources, the
nutrient-rich soil in the floodplain, and valuable river transportation. But soon, the early settlers discovered that they would have to deal with frequent floods along the river. The first major flood that
was documented was the Great Flood of 1881. The winter of 1880-1881 was a long cold winter with
lots of snow in the middle and upper Missouri River basin. The snows started in the middle of October
and lasted until March, by then the ice on the river was 3 to 5 feet thick in places. The spring of 1881
brought an early thaw in the northern part of the river basin. This spring thaw was a result of an abrupt
rise in temperatures that only lasted long enough to start breaking up the ice, but not melt it completely
so that the ice would float down the river in slabs that would form ice gorges as it got caught up in the
many bends and narrows. This thaw was followed by a cold snap that would hold the ice gorges and
dam up the water. On March 28, 1881, the Missouri River at the small town of Niobrara started out
running high in the morning, but by day’s end the river had fallen by several feet from an ice gorge
formed upstream. Around midnight, an alarm had sounded in the town, alarming the residents that the
ice gorge had broken. The town was soon covered by up to 6 feet of water and ice. Once the water
drained out, many of the residents gathered what belongings they could and moved to higher ground.
They decided that the town would be in a safer location about a mile and one-half to the South and
West on a plateau that was slightly elevated (about 100 feet) above the remainder of the Niobrara bottom land and adjacent to the bluffs. At the time of the move, the town was made up of about 500 inhabitants and many buildings, including a few general stores, a couple hardware stores and drug stores,
and several hotels, just to name a few. The residents armed with horses, oxen, mules, house jacks, andwinches started raising, bracing and moving the buildings up the hill to the new location after the new
location was surveyed and platted in the spring of 1881.
There were several major floods on the Missouri River, but the town of Niobrara continued to be safe
from the flooding in the second location. The Corps of Engineers decided that building six dams along
the main-stem of the Missouri River would help control the major flooding of the river. In 1952, the
gates of Fort Randall Dam were closed upstream from Niobrara. Then in 1956, Gavins Point Dam was
completed, creating the Lewis and Clark Lake downstream from Niobrara. After these dams were
completed, they did control most of the major flooding on the Missouri River, but they slowed the river
down causing it to drop more sediment at the Niobrara-Missouri River confluence, which caused the
ground water to rise. By the early 1970’s, many of the residents in Niobrara were experiencing water
in their basements. The town was given three choices by the Corps of Engineers to take care of the
problem: they could move to other communities and abandon the town of Niobrara altogether, they
could built a system of levees and pumping stations to attempt to lower the water table, or they could
move the town again to higher ground. It took about 4 ½ years to get the entire town to move, but by
1977, they were settled about ½ mile farther to the South, higher up on the bluff.
Niobrara is one of Nebraska’s oldest towns and one of the newest with its series of moves it done
over the years. The town was first settled along the banks of the Missouri River to be close to the
steamboat travelers running up and down the river. Later, the town was forced to move farther inland,
first because of the major floods and then because of rising ground water after the dams were built on
the Missouri River.
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2017 Summer Seminar
Hosts: Tim Aitken & Jerry Penry
July 13 & 14, 2017
Boelus, Nebraska
2018 Winter Convention
February 8-9, 2018
Holiday Inn & Convention Center
Kearney, Nebraska
Hosts: Trenton Snow & Jeremy Feusner

2018 Summer Seminar
Host: Matt Tinkham
Omaha, Nebraska
2019 Winter Convention
Host: John Berry
York, Nebraska
2019 Summer Seminar
Host: looking for a volunteer
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Support PSAN Sustaining Members
A&D Technical Supply
4320 S. 89th Street
Omaha, NE 68127
Phone:402-592-4950 or 800-228-2753 (Omaha)
Phone: 402-474-5454 or 855-780-7977 (Lincoln)
Website: www.ADTechsupply.com
Berntsen Int., Inc.
5418 Monument Lane, P.O. Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708-8670
Phone: 800-518-0934
Website: www.berntsen.com
Carlson Software
102 W. 2nd Street
Maysville, KY 41056
Phone: 800-989-5028 or 606-564-5028
Website: www.carlsonsw.com
GeoMax US
2202 Redmond Road
Jacksonville, AR 72076
Phone: 501-983-2023 or 800-643-9696
Website: www.geomax-positioning.com

Klein Survey Systems
1211 N. 10th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508-1126
Phone: 800-822-2711
Seiler Instrument
3433 Tree Court Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63122
6522 So. 118th Street
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-651-9735
E-mail: solutions@seilerinst.com
Terrametrix LLC
4852 S. 133rd Street, Ste. 105
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-618-1099
Transit Works
6000 S. 58th Street, Ste A
Lincoln, NE 68516
Phone: 402-421-6100

Dear PSAN Members:
Articles appearing in The Nebraska Surveyor are published as a service to the
members of the Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska and the general public for the advancement of the land surveying profession.
It is time for you to get involved in YOUR publication through your articles, columns, pictures, and ideas. Please send all items of interest to the editor by email: Lschroeder@cableone.net or phone: 402-371-7400 or to the Administrative Secretary by email: PSAN@nebraskasurveyor.com, website:
www.nebraskasurveyor.com or phone: 402-870-1738 or 402-456-7370.
Your participation is greatly appreciated.
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All correspondence to:
Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska
813 Marian Rose Ave.
Herman, NE 68029-4055
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U.S.Postage
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Henderson, NE

Phone: 402-870-1738 or 402-456-7370
Email: PSAN@nebraskasurveyor.com
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Serving the Surveying Profession Since 1964.
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